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About This Guide

Use this guide to configure iSCSI and NFS external storage options.
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Offboard Storage Overview

IN THIS SECTION

Local Storage  |  3

Multiple Appliances  |  3

Hardware and Infrastructure  |  3

Data Retention and Fault Tolerance  |  3

To increase the amount of storage space on your appliance, you can move a portion your data to an
offboard storage device. You can move your /store, /store/ariel, or /store/backup file systems.

Multiple methods are available for adding external storage, including iSCSI, and NFS (Network File
System). You must use iSCSI to store data that is accessible and searchable, such as the /store/ariel
directory.

NOTE: If you use NFS or a Windows share for offboard storage, your system can lock and cause
an outage. This practice is not supported by JSA.

If you choose to use NFS anyway, NFS can be used only for daily backup data, such as the /
store/ backup directory. You cannot use NFS for storing active data, which includes the
PostgreSQL and ariel databases. If you do use NFS, it might cause database corruption or
performance issues.

You can use offboard storage solutions on any managed host or console, including high-availability (HA)
systems. When you use iSCSI with HA, the external storage device is mounted by the active HA node,
ensuring data consistency for an HA failure. When you use external storage with HA, you must
configure these devices on the primary and secondary HA hosts.

Before you implement an offboard storage solution, consider your local storage options, existing
hardware infrastructure, and your data retention and fault tolerance requirements.
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Local Storage

Data that is stored locally on a JSA appliance can be accessed with lower latency than on external
storage. When possible, use local storage and Data Node appliances as an alternative to an external
storage device.

Multiple Appliances

Use multiple appliances if larger storage capacity is required for your JSA deployment.

When multiple appliances are not feasible, or when an existing deployment can increase capacity by
using available external storage, then external storage might be appropriate for your deployment.

Hardware and Infrastructure

Your existing infrastructure and experience with storage area networks are important factors in deciding
whether to use an offboard storage solution.

Certain offboard devices require less configuration and might be able to use existing network
infrastructures.

Data Retention and Fault Tolerance

Your JSA data retention policy is important in considering an offboard storage solution. If your data
retention settings exceed the capacity of existing storage or if you are planning to expand the retention
of existing deployed appliances, you might require an offboard storage solution.

An offboard storage solution can be used to improve your fault tolerance and disaster recovery
capabilities.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

File System Options for Offboard Storage  |  4

External Storage Options  |  6

ISCSI External Storage Device  |  10
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File System Options for Offboard Storage

IN THIS SECTION

Performance Impact Of Offboard Storage Solutions   |  4

Storage Expansion  |  5

Use an offboard storage solution to move the /store file system or specific subdirectories, such as the /
store/ariel directory.

You can move the /store file system to increase the fault tolerance levels in your JSA deployment. Each
option impacts JSA performance.

Moving the /store file system to an external device provides an alternative to implementing a high-
availability system.

The /store/ariel directory is the most common file system that is moved to an offboard storage solution.
By moving the /store/ariel file system, you can move collected log and network activity data to external
storage. The local disk remains used for the PostgreSQL database and for temporary search results.

Administrators can move the following types of JSA data to offboard storage devices:

• PostgreSQL metadata and configuration information

• Log activity, payloads (raw data), normalized data, and indexes

• Network activity, payloads, normalized data, and indexes

• Time series graphs (global views and aggregates)

Performance Impact Of Offboard Storage Solutions

Moving the /store file system to an external device might affect JSA performance.

After the migration, all data I/O to the /store file system is no longer performed on the local disk. Before
you move your JSA data to an external storage device you must consider the following information:

• Maintain your log and network activity searches on your local disk by mounting the /store/transient
file system to the unused /store file partition.
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• Searches that are marked as saved are also in the /store/transient directory. If you experience a local
disk failure, these searches are not saved.

Storage Expansion

Storage Expansion

By creating multiple volumes and mounting /store/ariel/events and /store/ariel/flows, you can expand
your storage capabilities past the single file system that is configured by default with JSA. A single file
system supports up to 500 TB.

Store partition

Any subdirectory in the /store file system can be used as a mount point for your external storage device.
However, only the /store and /store/ariel file systems are supported for offboard with a high-availability
deployment.

If you want to move dedicated event or flow data, you might configure more specific mount points. For
example, you can configure /store/ariel/events/records and /store/ariel/events/payloads as mount
points.

More storage expansion options

You can add more data storage to JSA host or optimize your current storage by using one or more of
these options:

• Install a Data Node. Data Nodes enable new and existing JSA deployments to add storage and
processing capacity on demand as required. For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Architecture and Deployment Guide.

• Configure your Network File System (NFS) storage. You can configure NFS for a stand-alone JSA
Console, new JSA HA deployments, or existing JSA HA deployments.

• Configure your retention policies to define how long JSA is required to keep event and flow data, and
what to do when that data reaches a certain age. For more information, see the Juniper Secure
Analytics Administration Guide.

• Enable event coalescing to improve performance, and reduce storage impacts, when a large burst of
events is received that match a specific criteria.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Appliance Storage Requirements for Virtual and Software Installations
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External Storage Options  |  6

Offboard Storage Overview  |  2

ISCSI External Storage Device  |  10

External Storage Options

IN THIS SECTION

External Storage Limitations  |  7

Offboard Storage in HA Environments  |  7

You can use iSCSI, or Network File System (NFS) to provide an offboard storage solution.

Onboard disks provide a low latency and high throughput storage solution, which is tested and validated
with various workloads. When multiple appliances are deployed, performance and capacity scale at the
same rate.

iSCSI

iSCSI uses a dedicated storage channel over standard Ethernet infrastructure, rather than a dedicated
SAN network. For this reason, iSCSI can be the easiest to implement, most cost effective, and most
readily available.

If you implement an iSCSI solution, then network capacity is shared between external storage access
and management interface I/O. In this situation, you can configure a secondary network interface on a
separate storage network.

JSA supports 1 Gbit and 10 Gbit connectivity out of the box on many appliances.

NFS

NOTE: If you use NFS or a Windows share for offboard storage, your system can lock and cause
an outage. This practice is not supported by JSA.

If you choose to use NFS anyway, NFS can be used only for daily backup data, such as the /
store/backup directory. You cannot use NFS for storing active data, which includes the
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PostgreSQL and ariel databases. If you do use NFS, it might cause database corruption or
performance issues.

Use NFS for tasks during off-peak times, tasks that involve batch file writes, and tasks that involve a
limited volume of file I/O. For example, use NFS for daily configuration and data backups.

NFS storage operates over existing management Ethernet networks and is limited by networking
performance. It is possible to use a dedicated network interface to improve networking performance
when compared to sharing a management interface. The NFS protocol might affect performance for file
access, locking, and network permissions.

If NFS is used only for backups, the same NFS share can be used for each host. The backup files contain
the system host name, which enables the identification of each backup file. If you are storing a long
period of data on your NFS shares, consider a separate share or export for each appliance in your
deployment.

External Storage Limitations

Multiple systems cannot access the same block device in a JSA deployment.

If you configure iSCSI in an HA environment, do not mount the iSCSI volumes on the secondary host
while the primary host is accessing the volumes.

An external storage device must able to provide consistent read and write capacity of 100 MBps to 200
MBps. When consistent read and write capacity is not available, the following issues might occur:

• Data write performance is impacted.

• Search performance is impacted.

If performance continues to degrade, then the processing pipeline can become blocked and JSA might
display warning messages and drop events and flows.

Offboard Storage in HA Environments

If you choose to move the /store file system in a high-availability (HA) environment, the /store file
system is not replicated by using Disk Replication Block Device (DRBD).
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If you move the /store/ariel file system to an offboard storage device and maintain the /store file system
on local disk, the/store file system is synchronized with the secondary HA host by using DRBD. By
default, when your environment is configured for HA, DRBD is enabled.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

File System Options for Offboard Storage  |  4

Offboard Storage Overview  |  2

ISCSI External Storage Device  |  10
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ISCSI External Storage Device

Administrators can configure an iSCSI storage device in a standard or high-availability (HA) JSA
deployment.

When you configure an iSCSI external storage device, you must migrate the JSA data that is maintained
on your /store or /store/ariel file system and then mount the /store or /store/ariel file system to a
partition on the iSCSI device volume.

If you configure iSCSI in an HA deployment and your primary HA host fails, your iSCSI device can be
used to maintain data consistency with your secondary HA host.

Secondary Network Interfaces

IN THIS SECTION

HA Systems in iSCSI Deployments  |  10

You can configure a secondary network interface with a private IP address to connect to an iSCSI
storage area network (SAN).

You use secondary network interface to improve performance. If you configure a secondary network
interface, you require address information from your SAN network manager. For more information about
configuring a network interface, see your Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

HA Systems in iSCSI Deployments

For dedicated access to the iSCSI storage network, use the following order to set up high availability
(HA), iSCSI, and a network interface:

1. Configure the primary and secondary appliances.

2. Set up external iSCSI storage on both hosts.

3. Configure HA on the primary and secondary hosts.
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4. Configure control of the secondary interfaces for your HA appliances.

The HA process for JSA controls the all network interfaces. When an HA appliance is in active mode, the
HA process enables the interfaces. When HA is in standby mode, the HA process disables the interfaces.
If the dedicated network interface for storage is disabled and the HA system goes into failover, the
standby host tries to go into active mode. If the HA system is in standby mode, you cannot access the
iSCSI storage system. Access issues are caused during the transition of the HA node from standby to
active. The HA process brings the secondary interface online, but when the iSCSI system is mounted,
the networking is not available and the failover process fails. The standby HA host cannot change to
active mode.

To resolve the issue, you must remove control of the iSCSI network interface from the HA system to
ensure that network interface is always active. Remove any dependencies that the network interface
has on the status of the HA node. The HA primary and secondary hosts must have unique IP addresses
on these secondary network interfaces.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Configuring the iSCSI Volumes  |  11

Mounting the iSCSI Volume Automatically  |  17

Configuring the iSCSI Volumes

IN THIS SECTION

Moving the /store File System to an iSCSI Storage Solution  |  13

Moving the /store/ariel File System to an iSCSI Storage Solution  |  15

You can configure iSCSI for a stand-alone JSA console or a JSA console that is the primary high-
availability (HA) host in an HA deployment.

Optionally, you can create a partition on the volume of the external iSCSI storage device.

JSA 2014.1 and later uses the XFS file system. You can create the partition on your iSCSI device with
either an ext4 or XFS file system.
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Disk partitions are created by using a GUID Partition Table (GPT). You can use a new device partition as
the mount point for the file system, such as /store or /store/ariel that you migrate.

NOTE: If you created an iSCSI device partition on your external device and JSA data is stored,
then you cannot create a partition or reformat the partition on the volume.

1. Using SSH, log in to the JSA console as the root user.

2. Edit the /etc/iscsi/initiatorname.iscsi file to include the iSCSI qualified name for your host.

InitiatorName=<iqn.yyyy-mm>.<reversed domain name>:<hostname>

3. Open a session to the iSCSI server by typing the following command:

systemctl restart iscsi

4. To detect volumes on the iSCSI server, type the following command:

iscsiadm -m discovery --type sendtargets --portal IP address:[port]

The IP address option is the IP address of the iSCSI server. The port is optional. Record the initiator
name.

5. To log in to the ISCSI server, type the following command:

iscsiadm -m node --targetname <Initiator name from step 4> --portal <IP address:[port]> --login

6. To find the iSCSI device volume name, type the following command:

dmesg | grep "Attached SCSI disk"

7. To create a partition, use the GNU parted command:

parted /dev/<volume>

8. Configure the partition label to use GPT by typing the following command:

mklabel gpt

9. If the following message is displayed, type Yes.

Warning: The existing disk label on /dev/volume will be destroyed and all data on this disk will be
lost. Do you want to continue?

10. Create a partition on the iSCSI disk volume.

a. To create the partition, type the following command:
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mkpart primary 0% 100%

b. Set the default units to TB by typing the following command:

unit TB

c. Verify that the partition is created by typing the following command:

print

d. Exit from GNU parted by typing the following command:

quit

e. Update the kernel with the new partition data by typing the following command:

partprobe /dev/<volume>

You might be prompted to restart the appliance.

f. To verify that the partition is created, type the following command:

cat /proc/partitions

11. Reformat the partition and make a file system.

• To create an XFS file system, type the following command:

mkfs.xfs -f /dev/<partition>

• For an ext4 files system, type the following command:

mkfs.ext4 /dev/<partition>

See "Moving the /store/ariel file system to an iSCSI storage solutionYou can migrate the JSA data that is
maintained in the /store/ariel file system and mount the /store/ariel file system to an iSCSI device
partition." on page 15 or "Moving the /store file system to an iSCSI storage solutionYou can migrate the
JSA data that is maintained in the /store file system and mount the /store file system to an iSCSI device
partition." on page 13.

Moving the /store File System to an iSCSI Storage Solution

You can migrate the JSA data that is maintained in the /store file system and mount the /store file
system to an iSCSI device partition.

Migrating the /store files system to your offboard storage device can take an extended period of time.

"Configuring the iSCSI Volumes" on page 11.
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1. Stop the JSA services by typing the following commands in the order specified:

systemctl stop hostcontext 
systemctl stop ecs-ec-ingress
systemctl stop tomcat 
systemctl stop hostservices 
systemctl stop systemStabMon 
systemctl stop crond

NOTE: Run the command systemctl stop tomcat on the console.

2. Unmount the file systems by typing the following commands:

umount /store

3. Create the /store_old directory by typing the following command:

mkdir /store_old

4. Derive the iSCSI device partition universal unique identifier (UUID) by typing the following
command:

blkid /dev/partition

5. Edit the /etc/fstab file to update the existing /store file system mount point to /store_old.

6. Make a new mount point for the /store file system by adding the following text to the /etc/fstab
file:

• If the file system is XFS, add the following text:

UUID=uuid /store xfs inode64,logbsize=256k,noatime,noauto,nobarrier 0 0

• If the file system is ext4, add the following text:

UUID=uuid /store ext4 noatime,noauto,nobarrier 0 0

Save and close the file.

7. Mount the /store file system to the iSCSI device partition by typing the following command:

mount /store

8. Mount the /store_old file system to the local disk by typing the following command:

mount /store_old
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9. Move the data from the local disk to the iSCSI storage device by typing the following command:

cp -af /store_old/* /store

10. Unmount /store_old by typing the following command:

umount /store_old

11. Remove the /store_old directory by typing the following command:

rmdir /store_old

12. Edit the /etc/fstab file to remove the /store_old entry.

13. Start the JSA services by typing the following commands in the order specified:

systemctl start crond 
systemctl start systemStabMon 
systemctl start hostservices 
systemctl start tomcat 
systemctl start ecs-ec-ingress
systemctl start hostcontext

14. Remove the local copy of /store from the logical volume manager (LVM) by typing the following
commands:

lvchange -an /dev/storerhel/store 2>/dev/null lvremove /dev/storerhel/store 2>/dev/null

See "Mounting the iSCSI Volume Automatically" on page 17.

Moving the /store/ariel File System to an iSCSI Storage Solution

You can migrate the JSA data that is maintained in the /store/ariel file system and mount the /store/
ariel file system to an iSCSI device partition.

"Configuring the iSCSI Volumes" on page 11

1. Stop the hostcontext service by typing the following command:

systemctl stop hostcontext 
systemctl start ecs-ec-ingress
systemctl stop tomcat 
systemctl stop hostservices 
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systemctl stop systemStabMon 
systemctl stop crond

2. Move the existing mount point by typing the following commands:

cd /store
 mv ariel ariel_old

3. Verify the Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of the iSCSI device partition by typing the following
command:

blkid /dev/partition

4. Add the mount point for the /store/ariel file system by adding the following text to the /etc/fstab
file:

• If the file system is XFS, copy the following text into a text editor, remove the line break, and
paste as a single line:

UUID=uuid /store/ariel xfs inode64,logbsize=256k,noatime, noauto,nobarrier 0 0

• If the file system is ext4, add the following text

UUID=uuid /store/ariel ext4 noatime,noauto,nobarrier 0 0

5. Create the ariel directory for the mount point by typing the following command:

mkdir /store/ariel

6. Mount /store/ariel to the iSCSI device partition by typing the following command:

mount /store/ariel

7. Verify that /store/ariel is correctly mounted by typing the following command:

df -h

8. Move the data from the local disk to the iSCSI storage device by typing the following command:

cp -af /store/ariel_old/* /store/ariel

9. Remove the /store/ariel_old directory by typing the following command:

rmdir /store/ariel_old
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10. Start the JSA services by typing the following commands in the order specified:

systemctl start crond 
systemctl start systemStabMon 
systemctl start hostservices 
systemctl start tomcat 
systemctl start ecs-ec-ingress
systemctl start hostcontext

See "Mounting the iSCSI Volume Automatically" on page 17.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Configuring iSCSI in an HA Deployment  |  18

Configuring Control Of Secondary Interfaces in HA Deployments  |  20

Mounting the iSCSI Volume Automatically

Ensure that you moved the /store/ariel or /store file systems to an iSCSI storage solution.

You must configure JSA to automatically mount the iSCSI volume.

1. Add the iSCSI script to the startup information by typing the following commands:

systemctl enable iscsi

2. Enable the iscsi-mount service by typing the following command:

systemctl enable iscsi-mount

3. Verify that the iSCSI device is correctly mounted by typing the following command:

df -h

If you are configuring a high-availability (HA) environment, you must set up your secondary HA host by
using the same iSCSI connections that you used for your primary HA host. For more information, see
"Configuring iSCSI in an HA Deployment" on page 18.
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Configuring iSCSI in an HA Deployment

To use an iSCSI device in an HA environment, you must configure the primary and secondary HA hosts
to use the same iSCSI external storage device.

1. Use SSH to log in to the secondary HA host as the root user.

2. To configure your HA secondary host to identify the iSCSI device volume, add the iSCSI qualified
name for your host to the /etc/iscsi/initiatorname.iscsi file.

Initiatorname=iqn.<yyyy-mm>.{reversed domain name}:<hostname>

NOTE: The initiatorname for your secondary HA host must be different than the
initiatorname for your primary HA host.

3. Restart the iSCSI service to open a session to the server by typing the following command:

systemctl restart iscsi

4. To detect the volume on the iSCSI server, type the following command:

iscsiadm -m discovery --type sendtargets --portal IP address:[port]

NOTE: The port is optional.

5. Verify the login to your iSCSI server by typing the following command:

iscsiadm -m node --targetname <initiator_name_from_the_previous_step> --portal <IP_address:
[port]> -- login

6. To find the iSCSI device volume name, type the following command:

dmesg | grep "Attached SCSI disk"

7. To create a partition, use the GNU parted command:

parted /dev/volume

For more information about partitions, see "Configuring the iSCSI Volumes" on page 11.

8. Configure the mount point for the secondary HA host.

18



a. If you are moving the /store file system, unmount the file systems by typing the following
commands:

umount /store

b. Identify the UUID of the iSCSI device partition by typing the following command:

blkid /dev/<partition>

c. If you are moving the /store file system, edit the file settings in the /etc/fstab file to be the same
as the mount points that might be listed in the /etc/fstab file on the HA primary host:

• /store

• For the /store partition, use the same UUID value used for the /store partition on the primary.

d. If you are moving the /store/ariel file system, edit the settings in the /etc/fstab file to be the same
as the mount point that is listed in the /etc/fstab file on the HA primary host for /store/ariel.

9. Configure the secondary HA host to automatically mount the iSCSI volume.

a. Add the iSCSI script to the startup information by typing the following commands:

systemctl enable iscsi

b. Enable the iscsi-mount service by typing the following command:

systemctl enable iscsi-mount

c. If you are moving the /store file system, remove the local copy of /store by typing the following
commands:

lvchange -an /dev/storerhel/store 2>/dev/null lvremove /dev/storerhel/store 2>/dev/null

See "Verifying ISCSI Connections" on page 22.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Configuring Control Of Secondary Interfaces in HA Deployments  |  20

Verifying ISCSI Connections  |  22
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Configuring Control Of Secondary Interfaces in HA
Deployments

Ensure that the following conditions are met:

• Separate IP addresses for the dedicated iSCSI network interface on each of the HA servers. The IP
addresses must be on different networks.

Separate IP addresses prevent IP address conflicts when the network interfaces are active on both
HA hosts at the same time. The iSCSI software and drivers can access the external storage at startup
and during the HA failover. Also, the external volume can be successfully mounted when the HA
node switches from standby to active.

• The primary and secondary appliances are configured.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics High Availability Guide.

• iSCSI storage is configured.

• NetworkManager is disabled by typing the following command.

systemctl status NetworkManager

• Separate IP addresses for the dedicated iSCSI network interface on each of the HA servers. The IP
addresses must be on different networks.

Separate IP addresses prevent IP address conflicts when the network interfaces are active on both
HA hosts at the same time. The iSCSI software and drivers can access the external storage at startup
and during the HA failover. Also, the external volume can be successfully mounted when the HA
node switches from standby to active.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics High Availability Guide.

• The primary and secondary appliances are configured.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics High Availability Guide.

• iSCSI storage is configured.

• NetworkManager is disabled by typing the following command.

systemctl status NetworkManager

If you use iSCSI and a dedicated network interface in a high-availability (HA) deployment, you must
ensure that the secondary interface is not managed by the HA process. Configure the management of
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the secondary interface to ensure that in the event of a failover to the secondary HA host, the interface
always remains active.

1. On the primary host, use SSH to log in to the JSA console as the root user.

2. Disable the JSA HA service control of network interface.

a. Go to the /opt/qradar/ha/interfaces/ directory

The directory contains a list of files that are named ifcfg-ethN. One file exists for each interface
that is controlled by JSA HA processes.

b. Delete the file that is used to access your ISCSI storage network.

Deleting the file removes control of the interface from the HA processes.

3. Re-enable operating system-level control of the network interfaces.

a. Go to the /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-ethN directory.

b. Open the ifcfg-ethN file for the interface that connects to your ISCSI network.

c. To ensure that the network interface is always active, change the value for the ONBOOT
parameter to ONBOOT=yes.

4. To restart the iSCSI services, type the following command:

systemctl restart iscsi

5. Repeat these steps for the HA secondary appliance.

6. Optional: To test access to your ISCSI storage from your secondary appliance, use the ping command:

ping <iscsi_server_ip_address>

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Verifying ISCSI Connections  |  22
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Configuring iSCSI in an HA Deployment  |  18
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Verifying ISCSI Connections

IN THIS SECTION

Troubleshooting ISCSI Issues  |  23

Verify that the connections between a primary HA host or secondary HA host and an iSCSI device are
operational.

1. Using SSH, log in to the primary or secondary HA host as the root user.

2. To test the connection to your iSCSI storage device, type the following command:

ping iSCSI_Storage_IP_Address

3. Verify the iSCSI service is running and that the iSCSI port is available by typing the following
command:

telnet iSCSI_Storage_IP_Address 3260

NOTE: The default pot is 3260.

4. Verify that the connection to the iSCSI device is operational by typing the following command:

iscsiadm -m node

To verify that the iSCSI device is correctly configured, you must ensure that the output that is
displayed for the primary HA host matches the output that is displayed for the secondary HA host.

If the connection to your iSCSI volume is not operational, the following message is displayed:

iscsiadm: No records found

5. If the connection to your iSCSI volume is not operational, then review the following troubleshooting
options:

• Verify that the external iSCSI storage device is operational.

• Access and review the /var/log/messages file for specific errors with your iSCSI storage
configuration.
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• Ensure that the iSCSI initiatornames values are correctly configured by using the /etc/iscsi/
inititatorname.iscsi file.

• If you cannot locate errors in the error log, and your iSCSI connections remain disabled, then
contact your Network Administrator to confirm that your iSCSI server is functional or to identify
network configuration changes.

• If your network configuration has changed, you must reconfigure your iSCSI connections.

Establish an HA cluster. You must connect your primary HA host with your secondary HA host by using
the JSA user interface. For more information about creating an HA cluster, see the Juniper Secure
Analytics High Availability Guide.

Troubleshooting ISCSI Issues

To prevent iSCSI disk and communication issues, you must connect JSA, the iSCSI server, and your
network switches to an uninterruptible power supply (UPS). Power failure in a network switch might
result in your iSCSI volume reporting disk errors or remaining in a read-only state.

In a high-availability (HA) environment, if your primary host fails, you must restore your iSCSI
configuration to the primary host. In this situation, the /store or /store/ariel data is already migrated to
the iSCSI shared external storage device. Therefore, to restore the primary host iSCSI configuration,
ensure that you configure a secondary HA host. For more information, see "Configuring iSCSI in an HA
Deployment" on page 18.

1. Determine whether a disk error exists.

a. Using SSH, log in to JSA Console as the root user.

b. Create an empty file filename.txt on your iSCSI volume by typing one of the following command:

• touch /store/ariel/filename.txt

• touch /store/filename.txt

If your iSCSI volume is mounted correctly and you have write permissions to the volume, the touch
command creates an empty file that is named filename.txt on your iSCSI volume.

If you see an error message, unmount and remount the iSCSI volume.

2. Stop the JSA services.

• If you migrated the /store file system, type the following commands in the specified order:

• systemctl stop hostcontext
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• systemctl stop tomcat

• systemctl stop hostservices

• systemctl stop systemStabMon

• systemctl stop crond

• If you migrated the /store/ariel file system, type the following command:

systemctl stop hostcontext

3. Unmount the iSCSI volume.

• If you migrated the /store file system, type the following commands:

• umount /store

• If you migrated the /store/ariel file system, type the following command:

umount /store/ariel

4. Mount the iSCSI volume.

• If you migrated the /store file system, type the following commands:

mount /store

• If you migrated the /store/ariel file system, type the following command:

mount /store/ariel

5. Test the mount points.

• If you migrated the /store file system, type the following command:

touch /store/filename.txt

• If you migrated the /store/ariel file system, type the following command:

mount /store/ariel/filename.txt

If you continue to receive a read-only error message after you remount the disk, then reconfigure
your iSCSI volume.

Alternatively, you can unmount the file system again and run a manual file system check with the
following command: fsck /dev/partition .

6. Start the JSA services.
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NFS Offboard Storage Device

You can back up the JSA data to an external Network File System (NFS).

NOTE: If you use NFS or a Windows share for offboard storage, your system can lock and cause
an outage. This practice is not supported by JSA.

If you choose to use NFS anyway, NFS can be used only for daily backup data, such as the /
store/ backup directory. You cannot use NFS for storing active data, which includes the
PostgreSQL and ariel databases. If you do use NFS, it might cause database corruption or
performance issues.

NFS Storage with a Stand-Alone JSA Console

To move backup files to NFS from a stand-alone JSA Console, follow the instructions in "Moving
Backups to an NFS" on page 28.

NFS Storage with a New HA Deployment

To move backup files to NFS for a new HA deployment:

• Follow the instructions in "Moving Backups to an NFS" on page 28.

• Follow the instructions in "Configuring a Mount Point for a Secondary HA Host" on page 31 for
your secondary HA appliance.

• Create an HA cluster. For more information, see Juniper Secure Analytics High Availability Guide.

NFS Storage with an Existing HA Deployment

To move backup files from an existing HA deployment, follow the instructions in "Configuring NFS
backup on an existing HA Cluster" on page 29.
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Moving Backups to an NFS

You must ensure that the JSA appliance can reach the NFS server.

You can configure Network File System (NFS) for a stand-alone JSA appliance, or a JSA appliance that
you are making the primary host in an HA deployment.

NOTE: If you use NFS or a Windows share for offboard storage, your system can lock and cause
an outage. This practice is not supported by JSA.

If you choose to use NFS anyway, NFS can be used only for daily backup data, such as the /
store/ backup directory. You cannot use NFS for storing active data, which includes the
PostgreSQL and ariel databases. If you do use NFS, it might cause database corruption or
performance issues.

1. Using SSH, log in to JSA host as the root user.

2. Start NFS services by typing the following commands:

systemctl enable rpcbind 
systemctl start rpcbind

3. Add the following line to the /etc/fstab file.

nfsserver:/nfs/export/path /store/backup nfs rw,soft,intr,noac 0 0

You might need to adjust the settings for the NFS mount point to accommodate your configuration.

4. Move your backup files from the existing directory to a temporary location by typing the following
commands:

cd /store/ 
mv backup backup.local

5. Create a new backup directory by typing the following command:

mkdir /store/backup

6. Set the permissions for the NFS volume by typing the following command:

chown nobody:nobody /store/backup
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7. Mount the NFS volume by typing the following command:

mount /store/backup

8. Verify that /store/backup is mounted by typing the following command:

df -h

9. Move the backup files from the temporary location to the NFS volume by typing the following
command:

mv -f /store/backup.local/* /store/backup

10. Remove the backup.local directory by typing the following commands:

cd /store 
rm -r backup.local
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Configuring NFS backup on an existing HA Cluster

You can configure Network File System (NFS) for an existing high-availability cluster.

NOTE: If you use NFS or a Windows share for offboard storage, your system can lock and cause
an outage. This practice is not supported by JSA.

If you choose to use NFS anyway, NFS can be used only for daily backup data, such as the /
store/ backup directory. You cannot use NFS for storing active data, which includes the
PostgreSQL and ariel databases. If you do use NFS, it might cause database corruption or
performance issues.
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1. Use SSH to log in to the primary HA host as the root user.

2. Start NFS services by typing the following commands:

systemctl enable rpcbind 
systemctl start rpcbind

3. Add the following line to the /opt/qradar/ha/fstab.back file.

nfsserver:/nfs/export/path /store/backup nfs rw,soft,intr,noac 0 0

You might need to adjust the settings for the NFS mount point to accommodate your configuration.

4. Add the same line to the /etc/fstab file, preceded by #HA.

#HA nfsserver:/nfs/export/path /store/backup nfs rw,soft,intr,noac 0 0

You might need to adjust the settings for the NFS mount point to accommodate your configuration.

5. Repeat steps "1" on page 30 - "4" on page 30 on the secondary HA host.

6. Move your backup files from the existing directory on the primary HA host to a temporary location
by typing the following commands:

cd /store/ 
mv backup backup.local

7. Create a new backup directory on the primary HA host by typing the following command:

mkdir /store/backup

8. Set the permissions for the NFS volume on the primary HA host by typing the following command:

chown nobody:nobody /store/backup

9. Click Admin to open the admin tab.

10. Click Advanced > Deploy Full Configuration. All services restart.

11. Verify that the /store/backup mount point is listed in the output of the following command on the
primary and secondary HA hosts:

grep MOUNTS /opt/qradar/ha/ha.conf
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12. Verify that /store/backup is mounted on the primary HA host by typing the following command:

df -h

13. On the primary HA host, move the backup files from the temporary location to the NFS volume by
typing the following command:

mv -f /store/backup.local/* /store/backup

14. Remove the backup.local directory by typing the following commands:

cd /store 
rm -rf backup.local
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Configuring a Mount Point for a Secondary HA Host

On your existing secondary high-availability (HA) host, you must configure an NFS mount point for the
alternative JSA backup file location.

NOTE: If you use NFS or a Windows share for offboard storage, your system can lock and cause
an outage. This practice is not supported by JSA.

If you choose to use NFS anyway, NFS can be used only for daily backup data, such as the /
store/ backup directory. You cannot use NFS for storing active data, which includes the
PostgreSQL and ariel databases. If you do use NFS, it might cause database corruption or
performance issues.

1. Using SSH, log in to the JSA secondary HA host as the root user:

2. Create a backup file location that matches the backup file location on your primary HA host. The
default location for JSA backups is /store/backup.
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For more information, see "Configuring NFS backup on an existing HA Cluster" on page 29.

NOTE: Do not create your new backup location under the /store file system. Use a
subdirectory, such as /store/backup or /store/nfs.

3. Start the NFS services by typing the following commands:

systemctl enable rpcbind 
systemctl start rpcbind 

4. Add the following line to the /etc/fstab file: hostname:shared_directory backup location nfs
soft,intr,rw,clientaddr=IP address 0 0

5. Mount the new JSA backup file location by typing the following command:

mount backup location
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